
18K 4-post

WHEEL ALIGNMENT lift

ENGINEERING UNLEASHED™



Part Number FPA18210
Lifting Capacity 18,000 lbs.  |  8,165 kg
Configuration Closed Front
Overall Width 152” | 386cm
Overall Height 97” | 246cm
Max Lifting Height 72” | 183cm
Lifting Time 70 seconds
Power Requirements 208-230V 60Hz 1Ph 30A 3HP | 2.2kW
Air Supply Required 90-120 PSI | 6-8 BAR
x 18x36’  |  549x1097cm

technical specifications

2 Rolling Jack Beams, Premium Turnplates, Rollback Kit

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Rubber Deck Pad - Roll Back (JBC046), Pocket Insert (JBC047), Drive 
Through Kit 18K (JBC053)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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The Hofmann® 18k 4-Post alignment lift offers an impressive 18,000 pounds of lifting capability, with a lifting mechanism 
that is distinguished by its exceptional durability, high-wear resistance, and seamless, frictionless operation.

ENHANCED EFFICIENCY
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

18K 4-post

Powerful hydraulic components enable technicians to service a spectrum 
of vehicles that range from compact sedans to some of the largest, 
heaviest vehicles on the road, all by utilizing a single lift. 

Longer pro-style runways enable technicians 
to efficiently service long-wheelbase vehicles.

An incorporated front crossbeam fortifies 
the lift structure, enhancing overall stability.

An incorporated f ront 
crossbeam fortifies the lift 
structure, enhancing overall 
stability.

The seamlessly integrated deck and jack rail, 
constructed with industry-proven technology, 
provides additional stability during the 
alignment process.
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